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KRYPTEKTM CREATES MUST-HAVE VIDAR SCOUT SOFTSHELL VESTTM FOR EXTREME HUNTERS 

Product Design and Company Ethos Guided by Military Experience 
 
KryptekTM, the company that seamlessly meshes military knowledge and hunting needs, is proud to introduce the 
latest addition to its popular Mountain Assault Series, the Vidar Scout Softshell VestTM.  Named after Vidar, the 
Norse god of the hunt, the vest pays tribute to its namesake offering strength, quiet swiftness and ruggedness.  
 
Designed to be silent and comfortable, the vest offers maximum thermo-regulation control.  Simply put, the wearer 
stays warm, mobile and field ready.  Constructed from polyester high gauge interlock with DWR 2L bonded 
polyester fleece backing, the vest has waterproof zippers, a water-resistant exterior, and has been constructed with 
bonded laminate protection in order to seal heat in.  Quick-cooling ventilation in key areas keep body temperature 
where it needs to be.   
 
A hunterʼs staple, the vest can be layered under a jacket to create greater warmth, or during warmer weather paired 
with the Kryptek Alaios Shirt to deliver adequate ventilation and core warmth protection.  The Kryptek Vidar Scout 
Softshell Vest is part of a technical hunting clothing line that has military apparel attributes imbedded within it. 
 
“Weʼve poured our combat experience and military survival expertise into this line of apparel in order to make it the 
very best, highly technical adventure clothing available,” said Kryptek co-founder Josh Cleghorn, who alone has 15 
years of military experience under his belt.  “This vest has been rigorously field-tested and we believe hunters will 
appreciate the application, functionality and quality when on their own excursion.” 
 
The Kryptek Vidar Scout Softshell Vest features the Mothwing Mountain Mimicry® camouflage pattern which is 
based on the unique designs of the Lepidoptera Noctuidae moth and blends into almost any environment.  It offers 
ample pockets for storage of everything from a pocket knife and extra shells to handwarmers and maps. 
 
The Kryptek Vidar Scout Softshell Vest is available in sizes medium through 2XL. 
 
About Kryptek 
Kryptek takes what works in combat and hones it for hunting and other outdoor adventure use.  The company 
provides customized performance based apparel that is specifically tailored to the environment with the goal of 
meeting or exceeding the performance expectations of the user and consistently delivering comfort, function and 
durability.  More than just clothing, the companyʼs designers accomplish this by integrating tactical gear concepts 
and evolving this technology into its technical hunting line.  The veteran-owned company meticulously field-tests 
each and every product throughout its development in order to offer a superior selection of hunting apparel.  
 
For more information on Kryptek or its line of technical hunting clothing line that has military apparel attributes 
imbedded within it contact Kryptek at PO Box 10652, Fairbanks, AK. 99710 · Or visit http://www.kryptek.com/.   
 

Find the company on  for additional news and updates, and a chance to win Kryptek gear. 
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